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Abstra et 

Purpose: The pwpose oj this paper is to show the imp01tmrce oj indir1idual and organizational resources especial[y in the hospitality industries. 
Fwthermore the role oj moderating variabies in organizational stress is discussed. Additional[y conclusions for training and cunicula in higher 
education for the hospitality indusbies a re sketclred. 

Design/methodology/approach: Empirical research, cross-sectional questiomraire ana[ysis and conceptual approaclr conceming training and 
selection issues. 

Findings: Shows modern te to stron g comlations between personality and measures oj strain as we/l as modem te to stron g comlations between 
orgmrizational resources and personality factors. Aclrievement moti11ation could be identified as a moderator betJ.vem stressors and stJ·aiJr, high scores 
in aclrievement motivation mhmrced the impact oj stressors. 71·aining, educational and selection issues a re discussed. Argues Jor a competency based 
approach to selection and training. 

Research limitations/implications: Low samp/e size, met/rod biases (single metlwd), cross sectional questiomraire desi!JII. Subjecti11e measures 
oj stJ·ain and pryclrologica/Jvell-being. Uses JleJy b1irj measures oj personality factors. Implies t/rat more data a re needed to fwther stJ·mgtlren or 
reject the current fmdings and argues for a longitudinal approac/1. 

Practical implications. Findings suggest realistic job preview for institutions oj higher education and the hospitality industri es and competency 
based tmining designs ou tiu: basis oj reallife scenarios au d bcharlioural(y mrclwred ratiugs. 

Originality/value: Combines empilica l findings with questions oj curricula and tJ·aining issues within mr institution oj high er education. Slwws 
relationship oj personality and organizational variables, identifies moderator effects in stJ·ess researclr. 

Kry words: Adapting, competencies, coping, lrospitality industlies, occupational stress, personality. 
Paper type: Empirical study 

Introduction 

Employees and decision makers in the hospitality indus
tries face a lot of challenges regarding their everyday work. For 
instance client centeredness, service orientation and frequent 
contact with clients or guests are paramountper defini tion. For 
employees this indudes behavioural aspects like friendliness, 
quick responses concerning the needs of guests, the creation of 
a good atmosphere and so on. This kind of service orientation 
can be very stressful, thus exhausting persona! and organiza
tional resources. This is one reason why hospitality leaders and 
employees need a special set of competencies (Chung-Herrera, 
Enz & Lankau, 2003). One is for instance the necessity to stay 
calm and friendly in front of an upset client even if one doesn't 
feel like displaying friendliness. Hochschild ( 1983) called this 
'emotional labour'. Other researchers have identified adapting 
and coping as a competency which is of great importance for 
a large number o f job branches and w h ich is related to emotion
al stability (Baron, Ba1t ram & Kurz, 2003). For the sake of con
ceptual clarification we will cali negative job related influences 
which cause a stress reaction stressors whereas the individual, 
subjective side will be called strain (e.g. irritabili ty, nervousness 
etc., see Furnham, 2005, p. 358). We think that it is useful 

for both educators and studen ts or trainees to know something 
about the nature o f coping competencies at a n early stage o f job 
socialization. 

At the our University of Applied Scienceswe offer study pro
grams like hotel and tourism management and management in 
health tourism. In both fields of work especially novices are 
likely to experience strain because a lot of job related action 
programs are not yet fully automated. Thus a higher level of 
action regulation is needed which may directly lead to strain 
in case of time pressure andlor uncertainty (Hacker, 2005). Yet 
some of our students might be prone to job stress more than 
others. On the basisof this background our basie research ques
tions were: 

o Js tlieJ-e a re/ationsliip between personality aud stmin regarding stu
den ts oj hotel mul tourism management? 

o What kind oj coping resources are needed forjutw-e leaders in t/re 
lwspitality indust1ies? 

o Ca11 our conclusions be used to tmin competencies in higlier educa
tion? 

Before we can answer these questions on the basisof detailed 
hypothesis we shall outline some more theoretical aspects. 
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Competencies can be eonsiciered underlying characteristics "of 
an individual that (are] causally related to criterion-referenced 
effective andlor superior performance in a job or situation." 
(Spencer & Spencer, 1993, p. 9). In part they consist of person
ality traits, motives and capabilities. The latter can be trained; 
the fi rst mentioned aspect cannot be easily changed. 

Although differently in effect size, the Big Five factors of 
personality (Costa & McCrea, 1992a) play an important role 
in predicting job performance (Judge, Bono, Ilies & Gerhardt, 
2002; Salgado, Anderson, Modcoso, Bettua & de Fruyt, 2003), 
thus i t is useful to take them in to consideration. We "~li briefly 
introduce the factors and sketch some behavioral indicators (in 
parenthesis): emotional stability (not worried, calm, not eas
ily upset), conscientiousness (keeps deadlines, works with per
sistence, keeps orders), openness for change (curious, creative, 
open minded), agreeableness (friendly, social, caring) and extra
version (likes people around, outgoing, likes to communicate). 
Especially emotional stabil ity is a good predictor of stress re
sistance (Bolger & Schilling, 1991) and extraversion correlates 
with job performance over a quite broad range of job branches 
(Barrick & Mount, 1991 ). Thus we can regard both personality 
factors individual resources. 

Furtl1er personality variabies are crucial for job success in 
generał and in terms of coping with stress. Self efficacy - the 
firm belief in a positive self initiated action outcome - is an im
pmtant predictor of academic and non-academic performance 
(Pajares, 1996; Gobel & Frese, 1999). It also proved to func
tion as a buffer variable between stressors and strain (Grau, 
Salauova & Peiro, 2001). !t can be measurcd on a specific and 
on a generallevel. 

Achievement motivation is another key success variable 
as it refers to motivational aspects of job behaviour (Modik, 
1977 ). People who score high on achievement motivation set 
high and difficult but achievable goals; they tend to ener
gize themselves and are active. Achievement motivation has 
a positive and a negative side. On one hand it is important to 
have employees whoset high goals and strive to achieve more 
than others and to make things better. On the other hand we 
know that high goals can be a burden for instance if one sets 
high goals but does not know how to get there. Another chal
lenge is to have high goals, to know how to get there but to 
be hindered to achieve them (by time pressure etc.). In this 
case "overachievers" should be in trouble because important 
goals cannot be reached and thus the self-esteem may suffer 
severely (Schaarschmidt & Fischer, 2003). Our students are 
mostly novices in the field o f hospi tali ty, thus the way to reach 
or achieve high goals should in many cases be blocked either 
by a lack of job competencies or structural aspects (e.g. lack of 
organizational support) . 

Structural aspects refer for instance to organizational re
sources like support by supervisors or co-workers which play an 

* important role as buffet·s against stressors (Frese, 1999; Furn
ham, 2005). Furthermore there is ample evidence that decision 
latitude is one of tl1e most powerful stress redliCing variabies 
in organizations (Karasek, 1979; Karasek & Theorell, 1990). 
Based upon the aforementioned theoretical approach the fol
lowing hypothesis can be defined: 

Hypothesis l 
Work stressors correlate substantially with measures o f strain 

(especially error strain, Rybowiale et al., 1999) 
Hypothesis 2 
Personał and organizational resources correlate negatively 

with strain (Karasek and Theorell, 1979; Schwarzer, 1992; 
Bolger & Schilling, 1991; Muck et al. , 2007) 

Hypothesis 3 
Achievement motivation moderates the relationship be

tween stressors and strain, thus enhancing the negative impact 
of stressors (Schaarschmidt & Fischer, 2003) 

Backgrowuł oj our College 
The privately owned College is a ful ly accredited University 

of Applied Sciences in Nmthern Germany. We offer three clif
ferent study programs on a Bachelor level: hotel and tourism 
management, management in health tourism, and generał man
agement. It is a smali College with roughly 250 students from 
all over Germany. Students pay a monthly fee of about 435 € 
to 485 € (approx. 630 USD). Students can chose between two 
study modes, a so called 'direct' and a 'dual' mode: The 'direct' 
mode indudes vocational trainings besides studies to obtain 
a Bachelor of Arts degree. The 'dual' mode refet·s to a twofold 
approach: studen ts obtain a Bachelor of Atts degree and a state 
cett ified hotel management qualification supervised by the 
German Board o f Tracle (Industlie- und Handelskammer) . Usually, 
'dual students' spent more time concerning practical issues and 
training than 'direct students'. At least both modes encompass 
a study program of seven semesters. 

Empirical study 
Method 
We conducted two paper-pencil based cross sectional studies 

in 2009 and 2010. The study was in part gLtided by hypothesis 
and in patt of explorative nature. 

Sampfe 
62 studentsof our College took pattinthis survey. Students 

attended classes of the second and third semester. Both sets 
combined consisted of 42 female, and 20 małe students with 
an average age of 21 years (SD = 2, li). 29 studen ts chose the 
"dual" and 33 the "direct" system. 53 participants were enrolled 
in the hotel and tourism program whereas 9 chose management 
in health tourism. 

Setting 
The study was conducted at our College during the semester 

in December 2009 and January 20 l O. The questionnaires we re 
distributed at the end of lectures held by the fi rst author. 

Research iustlmneut 
The paper-pe11eil questionnaire consisted of 7 pages in 2009 

and 8 pages in 2010. It started with a short briefing (purpose, 
confidentiality etc.) and demographic variabies such as gender, 
study programs etc. Then the following psychometrie scales 
were introduced (for statistical parameters see table 2 below). 
Table l shows tl1e scales in use. 
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Table l: Scales in use, sources and answer modes. Ilem examples translated by first author 

Scales/item duster ltem example 

Work stressors (single Heat, bad odours, time pressure 
items) 
Decision latitude and Can you plan your work on your 
complexity own? 
Support by supervisors/ l f get into trouble at work because 
colleagues of difficult guests, l can rely on my 

supervisor l colleagues. 

Uncertainness and How often do you get unclear 
responsibility instmctions? 
lrritability and strain Even at home I have to think about 

work related problems. 
Achievement motivation l find it important to perform better 

than others. 
Sel f-efficacy ( work l f l want something, l usuaUy get 
related, study l) along with it. 
Self-efficacy (study l know exactly what to do to obtain 
related, study 2) 200d grades [at the University]. 
Error Strain I often fear to make mistakes. 

' 
Big-Five-Factor Scale Two items (with different word 
(study 2) clusters) for each factor 

Results 
Table 2 shows the parameters of the psychometrie scales in 

use. As we can see, all scales show reasonable or good reliability 
indices, with the exception Lu work related self-efficacy. We eon
sider at least three reasons for this: first, for novices in the field 
of work, self-efficacy is still developing - thus i t may be hard to 

Table 2: Parameters of the psychometrie scales in use 

Scal es a 

Decision latitude and complexity2l .80 

Support by supervisors2l .86 

Support by colleagues2l .70 

Uncertainness and responsibility2l .85 

lrritability and strain2l .84 

Achievement motivation2l .69 

Self-efficacy (work related, study l, N =29) .50 

Self-efficacy (study related, study 2) 1l .75 

Error Strain2l .88 

Big-Five-Factor Scale Emotional Stability1l .72 

Big-Five-Factor Scal e Extraversion l ) .82 

Source Answer Mode 
Five point Likert scal e (very rarely- very 

Weinert (2004) often/always) 
Five Point Likert scale (very rarely- very 

Semmer ( 1984) often/always} 
Five point Likert scale (doesn't apply-

Own scale apply at all- fully applies) 

Semmer ( 1984) Five point scale (very rarely- very often/ 
always) 

Mohr (1986) Seven point Likert scale (doesn't apply 
apply at all - fully applies) 

Moclik ( 1977) SLx point Likert scale (doesn't apply at 
a li - fully applies) 
Four point Likert scal e (not true - exactly 

Schwarzer ( 1992) true) 
Schiefele & Moschner Four point Likert scale (doesn't apply -
(I 997) exactly applies) 
Rybowiale et al. ( 1999) Five point Likert scale (doesn't apply at 

all - fu lly applies) 
(Muck, Heli & Gosling, Seven point Likert scale (doesn't apply -
2007) fu lly appl ies) 

seJf- rate this variable for newcomers. Secondly, this result may 
occur due to the specific sample, thirdly it could be a mixture 
of both. Additionally construct related validity of the scałt·s in 
use can be deduced by the hypothesized correlations as sho'>vn 
below (table 3 + 4). 

M SD Range 

2.77 .91 1-5 

3.32 .94 1-5 

3.70 .74 1-5 

2.70 .81 1-5 

3.29 1.29 1-7 

4.38 .67 1-6 

3.13 .37 1-4 

3.11 .32 1-4 

2.95 .97 1-5 

4.89 1.27 1-7 

4.70 1.57 1-7 
Note: l) N= 32, 2) N= 59-62, a= Cronbach's Alpha, M= Mean, SD= Standard Deviation. 

s 
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Hypothesis l predicted that work stressors correlate substan
tially with measures of strain. To check this assumption we calcu-

lated pa1tial correlations o f the vatiables as table 3 shows, control
ling for study program, type of study mode, and point in time. 

Table 3: Partia! Correlations between work stressors and measures of strain (combined data, controlled for study program, type of study 
mode, and cohort) 

Work stressors 
Generał strain Error strain 

(a = .84) (a = .88) 

Uncertainness and Responsibility (a=.85) .s s•• .s t•• 
Tense relationship to supervisor (single item) .29* .35** 

Unpleasant odours (single item) .43** .22+ 

Heat (single item) .37** .39** 

Unclear instructions (single item) .36** .36** 

Note: N = 57, •• =p< 0.01; • = p< 0.05; + = p< 0. 10; a= Cronbach's Alp ha. 

Ali work stressors correlate negatively and substantially with 
measures of strain. The strongest correlations can be found be
t:ween uncertainness and responsibility and measures of strain. 
We chose physical stressors as well because our students have 
to cope with them during their internships (which they absolve 
paraHel to the academic studies). As we can see physical as well 
as psychological measures clearly show the expected relationship 
with seJf reported strain. Thus hypothesis l is fully supported. 

Hypothesis 2: Persona! and organizational resources correlate 
negatively with strain (Karasek, 1979; Schwarzer, 1992; Bolger 

& Schilling, 1991 ). Suppmt by supervisors as well as work re
lated self-efficacy and emotional stability show the expected 
negative relationships with measures of strain (table 4). One 
correlation regarding self-efficacy misses the necessary level of 
significance, we will discuss this later. No substantial andlor 
significant correlation could be found between support by col
leagues and decision latitude and measln·es of strain although in 
case o f su p port by colleagues the correlations show the expected 
direction. Here we can eonelucle that hypothesis 2 was only 
suppmted in patt. 

Table 4: Correlations of organizationał and personał resources with measures of strain (controlled for cohort) 

Organizational and personał resouru:~ Generał Error strain 
strain (a= .84) (a= .88) 

Support by supervisor (a=.86) -.38** (N=57) -.31* (N =57) 

Supp. by colleagues (a=.70) -.19 (n. s. N=56) -.13 (n. s., N=56) 

Decision latitude (a= .80) .13 (n. s., N=59) .04 (n. s., N=59) 

Work related self-efficacy (a= .SO) -.27 (n. s., N=29) -.36+ (N =29) 

Emotional stability (u=.72) -.61 ** (N=29) -.59 (N=29) 

Extraversion -.31* (N=32) -.27 (n.s., N=32) 

Note: •• = p < 0.0 l; • = p<0.05; + = p < 0.1 O; n.s. = not significant; a = Cronbach's Alpha. 

Hypothesis 3 predicted achievement motivation to func
tion as a moderator between the relationship of stressors and 
strain. Thus we calculated a moderated regression analysis 
(Aiken & West, 1991 , Diehl & Staufenbiel, 2007) to see 

whether there is a significant interaction of ach ievement 
motivation and uncertainness/responsibility. Figure l shows 
the idea of the moderating effect of the achievement motiva
tion. 

r·-;;~·h-·i-~~-~-;;-~-~t·····M·;·!·i ·-~-~-t·i;-~·-···1 
l...-·············- ·····-···-·····-·····-·····-····-······- ··-······-············-····- ·····- ····-······-····-······-····- ·····-····-······· 

* r-····-····L 
"""-:::.~ ............. ----""-r···u· -~ -~~--~-!~--i····~--~ ~ ~-~ ·-·· ·· ·-~ 

1 . .._ _ _ ,,,._ •• ,.,_ ,,,, .. ······- · · · - ·····- ····· · ······ - ···· · - ···· - ····- · .. ··-~····· ··· · · - ····"") 

•••••••••• 
( ..... -.......... ..... -~· · ........ l 

••••••.- I Straln j 
............ - ... -- .. ··· - ···· ······- .. ···-·· .. •"!/' 

Figure l : Achievement motivation as a moderator between stress and strain 

We found indeed a significant interaction of both variabies 1, table 4 shows the results. 

1 We tackled the problem of multi-colinearity which occurred at firs t by centring the variables, thus obtaining acceptable VIF-scores (Diehl & Staufen
biehl, 2007). 
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Table 4: Main parameters o f the moderated regression analysis 

Predictors B SE B 

Uncertainness/Responsibility -.158 .356 .099 

lnteraction term .233 .073 . 718** 
Notes: N = 62, corrected R2 = .38, B = non-standardised B-Weight; SE = standard-error, p = standardised B-Weight • p < .05, •• p < .O l. Dependent variable: 
Strain. Predictors: Unccrtainness/Responsibility, and interaction term with achievement motivation. 

All variabies explain 38% of the criterion variable. The in
teraction term uncettainness/ responsibility times achievement 
motivation is significant. We can see that those students who 
score high on achievement motivation report more strain in case 
of uncertainness and responsibility (which proved to be a stres
sor as we have seen above). Hypothesis 3 was thus suppmted. 

Gender nnd rype oj study motfe 
Of general interest were also possible gender differences with 

regard to the focused variables. Furthermore we had also a dos
er look upon the role of the type of study (dual versus direct). 
To summarise the findings we can say that only in case of error 
strain we found gender differences. Males reported less strain 
(two tailed t-test; male = 2,61, SD = 1,05; female = 3,11, 
SD = 0,89; p<. lO; five point Likert-scale). The type of study 
had no significant impact on predictor or criterion variabies 
(checked via analysis of variance). 

Post-Er-Ann[ysis: some "tmgic".findings 
We also calculated an ex-post-analysis of organizational 

variabies and personality which revealed some interesting find
ings: Extraversion correlates with suppmt by supervisor (r=.56, 
p<.Ol, N=32), emotional sŁability correlates with suppmt by 
supervisor (r=.36, p<.05 , N=32) and there is a relationship 
between emotional stability and support by colleagues (r=.3l , 
p<.lO, N=30). We cali this a "tragic" finding because obvi
ously students who score low on emotional stability are much 
more in need for support either by coUeagues or supervisors. Yet 
we see that in our sample i t is just the other way around: Those 
who repmt more extraversion and emotional stability report 
more suppo1t by colleagues and supervisors. We will discuss 
these findings in the next section. 

Discussion 
As we can see, all scales show reasonable or good reliability 

indices, with the exception of work related self-efficacy. The lat
ter may be due to a sample bias, in other sampies the indices 
may improve. Another explanation may be the simple fact that 
work related self-efficacy is not yet fully developed, because 
our studen ts do not yet have a lot of working experience. We 
must not forget that self-efficacy is not a trait variable per se 
but a personality variable which develops (or not) over time 
(Schwarzer, 1992). Ali measured work stressors in this study 
con·elate substantially with measures of strain as hypothesis l 
predicted. We can at least interpret this finding as an indicator 
for the construct validity of the stressor scales in use. 

Most of the persona! and organizational resources correlate 
negatively with strain as hypothesis 2 predicted. Especially sup
port by supervisors as an organisational resource seems to be 
key variable here. The same holds true for emotional stability, 
a personality factor which predicts job success over a relative-

ly large range of job branches (Judge, Bono, Ilies & Gerhardt, 
2002). Correlations between support by colleagues and decision 
latitude and measures o f s tra in were vveak andlor not significant 
although in case of support by colleagues the correlation shows 
the expected direction. On one hand in the case of self-efficacy 
this may be caused by a Jack of reliability and stability as men
tioned above. On the other hand suppmt by coUeagues may 
only have a positive impact on novices who show a high degree 
of emotional stabil ity, an idea which is at least in part suppotted 
by our post-ex-analysis as we vvill see soon. The near-zero-cor
relations of decision latitude and meastu·es of strain need some 
explanation because decision latitude płays a crucial role as an 
organisational variable because i t can buffer the impact of stres
sors (Karasek & Theorell, 1990). Novices maynot have a lot of 
decision latitude due to their Jack of work experience. The may 
even regard too much decision latitude as a burden or it is sim
ply not granted by their supervisors. Students reported a quite 
low amount o f decision latitude which suppmts the mentioned 
explanation (see table 2). 

Achievement motivation functions as a moderator between 
stressors and strain as hypothesis 3 predicted. Students who 
score high on achievement motivation report more strain than 
others. This could in patt be d ue to a lack of work experience. 
We measured uncertainness and responsibility on the stressor 
side - a variable that should change over time. Yet it seems 
reasonable for employees who set very high goals and who are 
willing "to go the extra-mile" to carefully use their resources. 

We found gender differences in favour o f men only regarding 
error strain, males reported less strain. Because o f the subjective 
measures we carmot say for sure whether females objectively 
show more strain than men. l t could also be that in our sample 
menshow more social desirability andlor women are more hon
est. Additionally we did actually not capture sex roles. More 
sophisticated approaches show for example that high scores 
in femininity are associated with a decreased risk in caronary 
heart diseases (Hunt, Lewars, Ermlie & Batty, 2007). 

In our ex-post-analysis we found that extraversion and emo
tional stability correlates with support by supervisors. Further
more it could be shown that emotional stability correlates with 
support by colleagues. Employees with low levels of emotional 
stability are probably not supported as much as those who are 
more stable. This result is understandable from the colleague's 
or supervisor's point of view, yeti t is a "tragic" finding. !t may 
be much more difficult to deal with employees who are not as 
emotional stable as others - and yet i t might be wmth doing so: 
just imagine an intelligent, innovative, conscientious and caring 
novice with a Jack of stress resistance. A suchJ ike person can be 
very precious for a company if a job type can be found where 
he or she fits in well. 
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Finaiły our research questions can be answered: 
/s there a relationship between personaliry n11d strain regnrding stu

den ts oj hotel and tourism management? Yes, there is. Important in
dividual variabies have been identified, for instance emotionaJ 
stability and extraversion as well as self-efficacy are positively 
related to heaJth - i f we accept the notion that a Jack of strain 
is eonsiciered an indicator of health. 

Whnt kind oj coping resources nre needed forfuture lendersin t/te 
hospitnliry industries? Besides the mentioned individual variabies 
we found that supp01t by supervisors and colleagues are posi
tively related with health. Those who score high on achieve
ment motivation should be careful with their own resources and 
be aware of their vulnerability. 

Cnn our conclusions be used to tra in competencies in Itig/ter educn
tion? 

From an HR perspective it is imp01tant to teach adequate 
coping mechanisms and to enable self-selection at a very early 
stage of job socialization. In Germany it is possible to integrate 
the teaching of job competencies in to so calłed dual study pro
grams. In suchlike programs students learn on an academic and 
on a very practical level as we have mentioned before. If it is 
true that the competitiveness of tomorrows industries relies 
much on the identification of future skilis and competencies 
we must regttlarly monitor the development of suchl ike com
petencies (Chung-Herrera, Enz & Lankau, 2003) . We need to 
gather data on a regular basis and to implement our findings 
into our curricula. By doing so, students are encouraged to 
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